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【Specifications for FRTS series】

【Model】

【Software operating environment】

Accuracy

Measurement  
unit

Indication

Sampling speed

Sample’s maximum height

Table travel distance

Speed

Functions

Output

Accessory

Operating 
environment(※5)

Weight

Size

Operating environment

Hardware

Plat form

Execute environment

Connection port

Windows Vista/7/8/8.1  ※32 bit only for Vista

.NET Framework 4 or later

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or later  Windows installer 3.1 or later

USB1.1, USB2.0 connector  ※We do not guarantee operation in USB3.0.

F o r c e

Displacement

F o r c e

Displacement

F o r c e

Displacement

Choose a food to confirm a measuring method

Choose a test standard to confirm a measuring method

We offer a wide range of attachments to fit your measurement needs.

You can change attachments according to your testing needs.

◎Measuring conditions complying with standards are preset.

Set measuring conditions by yourself
◎You can set measuring conditions such as displacement, test speed, number of tests by yourself.

◎There are 2 ways to decide a measuring method according to types of food;
  1. Use preset testing conditions without any changes.  2. Use preset conditions with some changes.

Standard Outline Measured Result

Food Sweets Japanese
Sweets Noodles Bread Rice Meat

Sponge cake
Pie
Snack
Chocolate
Candy
Jelly

Kneaded dough

Steamed bun
Rice cracker
Monaka skin

Dorayaki and the like
Dough

Processed cheese
Yoghurt
Ice cream

Butter Uncooked noodle
(a piece)

Boiled noodle
(a piece)
Dried noodle
(a piece)

Noodle dough

Bread
Donut

Kneaded dough

Cooked rice 
(a piece)

Clump of cooked rice
Uncooked rice 
(a piece)

Rice dumpling

Hamburg steak
(Cooked meat)

Hum
(Processed meat) 
Kneaded raw meat
Raw meat

Image

Examples

Food

Grilled Fish
(Cooked fish)
Raw fish

Fish sausage 
(Kamaboko)
Paste

Cooked bean
(a piece)

Clump of cooked beans
Tofu

Uncooked bean
(a piece)

Peanut Egg shell
Raw egg
Boiled egg
Omelet 

Custard pudding

Cut vegetables
Carrot

(Root vegetables)
Cucumber

(Stick-shaped vegetables)
Pepper

(Hollow vegetables)
Lettuce

(Leaf vegetables)

Mushroom Cut fruit
Jam
Grape
(a piece)
Apple

(Pome fruits)

Image

Examples

Capacity ResolutionModel
FRTS-5N
FRTS-50N
FRTS-100N

5N
50N
100N

5.000N
50.00N
100.0N

Change attachment

Mount shaft to attachment Turn the knob and mount attachment. A recommended attachment is indicated 
when you choose preset measuring method.

Tip

+/-0.2%F.S.+/-1 digit

0.1mm+/-1digit

N / Kgf / lbf  (※1)

mm / inch (※1)

4-digit

0.001mm (as the minimum resolution)

1000Hz

70mm (※2)

Max. 100mm

0.1 ‒ 10.0mm/sec

  

USB, USB flash drive

Temperature: 0 to 40 degree Celsius

Humidity: 20 to 80 %RH

Body: 7.7kg     Control Panel: 0.8kg

185 x 300 x 400 mm (except its control panel)

Universal design food

Force value (N)

Force value (N)

Force value (N)

Force value (N)

Complying with required measuring method, 
it measures softness, cohesive property, and 
adherability using included software.

It measures firmness according 
to required measuring method.

It measures firmness according 
to required measuring method.

It measures firmness according 
to required measuring method.

It measures firmness according 
to required measuring method.

It measures firmness according 
to required measuring method.

3-step judgement method
(Permission Criteria I / II / III)

4-steps judgement (Able to chew easily / able to smash with gum /
able to smash with tongue / able to swallow without chew)

※1　The units are switchable.  The units differs from Japanese domestic model.　　　
※2　It is the maximum distance from its table surface to the part where an attachment is mounted.
※3　You need PC for measurement to comply with some standards.
※4　You cannot prevent overload in some cases.
※5　You cannot use this product under a vibratile environment.

Included SoftwareIncluded Software
◎You can connect FRTS to PC via USB cable easily.
◎It automatically starts graphing when measurement starts.  It can draw 
force-time or force-displacement graph, calculating characteristics such 
as firmness, adhesion, cohesive property, adherability, elasticity, 
gumminess.  Besides, you can overlay graphs for detailed analysis.

How to Start MeasurementHow to Start Measurement

CPU: Pentium4 (more than or equal to 1GHz) recommended
Memory: more than or equal to 2GB recommended
Hard disk: more than or equal to 10GB (data storage area) needed

Dairy Products Butter

Fish and Seafood Paste Beans Nuts Eggs Vegetables Mushrooms Fruits

Food for person having 
difficulty in swallowing

JIS K6503 
Animal glues and gelatins

ISO 16035 
Butter

ISO 9665 
Animal glues

Former JAS Special packaging 
for Kamaboko and the like

3 types of measuring method (Food/Standard(※3), 
Program, Manual),Add-a-favorites for measuring conditions 

(Max.6 conditions), Start-trigger function,Overload 
preventing function (※4)

Graphing software, Power cable, USB cable, USB flash drive, 
Attachment (4 kinds), Fuse, lnstruction manual, Inspection certificate
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Optional probes and tables can handle various measurement.Optional probes and tables can handle various measurement.

We offer more kinds of probes and tables other than above-mentioned ones. We can custom design and manufacture to meet your particular rcquirement.
※1Please choose designated length in □ when you order.　　※2 Sample holder table is required when using Stick guide plate.

※1 Japanese domestic model does not indicate kgf and lbf (ozf).
※2 It is the distance between the table and top point of an attachment.  The distance may become short depending on the force gauge’s position and a kind of attachment.
※3 This force gauge differs from DS2 series.  It carries M4 measuring thread for FCA.
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Model:FR-HA- D
Disk probe

※1

Cylindrical probe
Model:FR-EC- D

Conical probe
Model:FR-ES - ɵ - D

Sphere probe
Model:FR-SR- D

※1

Special grip
for noodle

Small grip Film grip（small）

Model:FR-NP-25

Model:FR-SC-3 Model:FR-FC-21 Model:FR-FC-41
Film grip（large）

Cutter Wire-cutter Wedge probe
Model:FR-NB-80 Model:FR-WK-85 Model:FR-KS- ɵ -20 30

Wide table Center lined table Table with trench Container holder table
Model:FR-LT-120 Model:FR-CT-80 Model:FR-GT- W Model:FR-BG-60

※1

Sample holder table Stick guide plate Stick holder Anti-Scattering sheet
Model:FR-UP- D Model:FR-KP- D Model:FR-ST-25 Model:FR-DP-80

※1　※2

length:mm  angle:degree(°)

Attachments for Food Tests

We offer a wide range of attachments to fit your testing needs.

Attachments exclusive for Food testers

Model

Capacity

Display

Accuracy

Measurement unit

Travel distance (stroke)

Measuring space

Battery

Overload

Operating environment

Weight

Size

Unit

Included attachment

FCA-DS2-50N-1

Force gauge
DS2-50N-M4 (※3)

Disk probe Wedge probe

Lever type test stand
FCA-50N

Others
（Manual, mounting screws, tool, inspection certificate）

50N

50.00

±0.2％F.S.±1digit

N / kgf / lbf (※1)

0 - 45 mm (adjustable by limit knob)

50～80ｍｍ　（※2）

10 hours (10 hours charging)

Approx. 200% F.S.

Temperature: 0 ‒ 40 degree Celsius　　Humidity: 20 ‒ 80%RH

Approx.3kg

Approx. W175 × D178 × H296 mm

Crush / CompressType

Features

Sample

examples

It compresses food with disk probe to 
measure elasticity, firmness, softness etc.

Cut / Break
Crispiness can be measured in a similar way 
to biting with teeth using a wedge probe.

Grain processed food (boiled bean, bread, tofu, rice cake)
Dough (bread, noodle)
Others (pudding, jam, cream cheese) 

Meat processed food (Sausage)
Sweets (cookie, chocolate, gum, rice crucker)
Others (processed cheese, pasta)

Food Firmness Measurement Unit

FCA-DS2-50N
You can set a travel distance to 
move a force gauge, then easily 
measure firmness or force to 
crush food.

Easy set for travel
distance by knob

Simple measurement
due to lever operation

Easy care due to 
stainless made

FCA-DS2-50N-2

Yogurt cutter Vice pin for sticking 3 point bending fixture
Model:FR-YN-29 Model:FR-CP-3 Model:FR-TP-60
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